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EVENTS OF NOTE 

 

12 August 2021—Release of  

Cambridge Ressults 

 

2 September 2021—Virtual Career 

Fair 

Remember your Creator in the days of your youth. Ecclesiastes 12:1 

Go through His gates, giving thanks; walk through His courts, giving praise.  

Offer Him your gratitude and praise His holy name. Psalm 100:4 

2020 CAMBRIDGE LEARNER AWARDS - TOP IN ZIMBABWE 
 

 Rutendo Makowa - IGCSE Agriculture 

 Donata Katai - IGCSE Physical Education and Religious Studies 

 Tanatswa Manyakara – AS Chemistry 

 

We would like to congratulate Donata for qualifying  for the TOKYO 2020 Olympics 



 

 At the end of first term we bid farewell to Mrs  

Mapungwana from the IT department and welcomed 

Mr Sigauke into the IT Department. We also  

welcomed Mrs Marange & Mrs Muchirahondo who 

are both paramedics and will alternate duties.  

 

We are excited with the achievements of our stu-

dents who did very well in the Cambridge Exams and 

received Cambridge Outstanding Learner Awards. 

We congratulate the following: Rutendo Makowa 

(Top in Zimbabwe for IGCSE Agriculture); Donata 

Katai (Top in Zimbabwe for Physical Education and  

Religious Studies). We give God the glory for these 

achievements.  

 

We held a very successful inter-house athletics event 

which unfortunately due to Covid restrictions  

parents could not attend. It was great for the  

students to enjoy being able to compete and cheer 

each other on. The return to sports and clubs has 

been welcomed with much enthusiasm as it was a 

welcome relief from the online platform which was 

mainly academic. The first few weeks were very  

difficult as the fitness levels of the students were 

poor. We are hoping for the return of some sort of 

inter schools competitions at some stage once the 

pandemic is deemed under control. ATS is working 

closely with Ministry of Primary and Secondary  

Education and making presentations on our behalf on 

the importance of a well rounded education.  

 

We were all disappointed by the fact that we were 

unable to open with face to face learning for what 

would normally have been second term and are 

now in what would normally be the latter half of 

second term. Nonetheless we have continued with 

our online platform with the hope of syllabus  

completion by August to facilitate for more focus 

on revision and polishing on exam writing  

techniques.  

 

I would like to express my gratitude to  

parents who have paid their fees on time during 

these difficult times. May I encourage those that 

haven’t fulfilled their obligation to do so, to avoid 

any disruptions to their child’s learning. Thank you 

to parents through the PRC for the grocery  

hampers that were given to staff - your  

thoughtfulness is greatly appreciated.  

 

We celebrate one of our very own Donata Katai 

who represented Zimbabwe in the Tokyo  

Olympics. Donata took part in the 

100m backstroke women’s event. 

The 17 year old prodigy won her 

heat in a personal best time of 

1:02:73. Her time didn’t qualify her 

for the semifinals but was an  

impressive feat for the first time 

Olympian. We give God the Glory 

for her talents.  

FROM THE HEADMASTER’S DESK  
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FORM ONE CAMP IN PHOTOS 
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LEADERSHIP CAMP 
“Two are better than one, because they have a good return for their work; if one falls down, his friend can help him up. But 

pity the man who falls and has no one to pick him up!” Ecclesiastes 4 v 9-10. This was the school theme verse for 2021.  

Adding the leaders’ motto: “Alone I move faster but together we move further,” demonstrates the effectiveness of  

teamwork.  

 

In April 2021, the Gateway leaders attended the annual leadership camp hosted by the Far and Wide team in Nyanga,  

Zimbabwe. Sixteen individual leaders who did not know much about each other, were forced into an unfamiliar place. 

Throughout the week to excel as a functional team, we had to learn to let our guard down. There were a few bumps along 

the way because we did not know much about each other, but these issues were constructively ironed out after careful  

consideration.  

 

We participated in bonding activities such as hiking, zip-lining, rafting and swimming in the river at 6am. Some of the  

facilitators thought these activities would be fun for us, but contrary to their belief, waking up at 6am to swim in the ice-cold 

river was not enjoyable. We learned valuable life lessons from all the activities.  

 

An important goal of servant leadership is to complete tasks wholeheartedly. Hiking mirrored us navigating life’s ups and 

downs, to not give up at the first signs of difficulty, to keep moving forward and most importantly, to stay strong and push  

even when it gets hard. We learned to be tenacious. Zip-lining coached us to trust one another and ourselves. In pairs we 

secured ourselves with harnesses attaching ourselves to the line (after a short demonstration). Following this, our young 

hearts, embellished with fear took the leap of faith and we enjoyed the ride.  

 

Effective communication and working as one was learned through team building exercises. Once we got the hang of it, we 

were able to get through activities better. Tackling obstacles and creating notable experiences made us feel fulfilled. Proving 

that when you work as a team you grow as an individual.  

 

In relation to this, a mentally stimulating game was played on one of the evenings. This challenged us to understand how each 

team member works when tired, frustrated, happy, or upset – aiding to our connection to one another. With the nature of 

the game we realised that the only way for us to win is to stop competing and help each other. Great ideas don’t come from 

lone geniuses.  

 

Swimming and eating together helped us develop a family feeling. More specifically, telling each other one thing we have 

learned from each other strengthened and solidified this feeling. Although we’ll never be related by blood, once you sweat, 

cry, laugh and bleed together an unbreakable foundation is formed.  A very valuable lesson learned was that when a workload 

is distributed equally among members of a team and tasks are allocated in accordance to the skills and strengths of each 

teammate; tasks are completed more effectively and goals are accomplished. This in turn causes an increase in productivity 

and a decrease in burnout. This is the power of teamwork! We left as sixteen but came back as one.                           

            Bethany Brown 
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AGE:   17  

 

DATE OF BIRTH: 07 May 2004 

 
At present, Donata is a Gateway High School pupil and is a devoted Christian. She began swimming at the age of four and has 

been swimming competitively at club level from the age of six. She is currently studying Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry 

and hopes to be a doctor.  

 

 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

 

AFRICAN SWIMMING CONFEDERATION (CANA) 2017 

Teams Competing:  
South Africa (B), Seychelles, Mauritius, Malawi, Zambia, Botswana, Kenya, Mozambique, Uganda, Tanzania, 

Namibia, Malawi, Angola and Zimbabwe 

 

U12 19 February 2017 - Bulawayo  

Breaststroke   4th place 50 metres  

Individual Medley  2nd place  200 metres  

Backstroke  1st place 100 metres  

Backstroke   1st place 50 metres 

Backstroke  1st place 200 metres 

Butterfly   1st place 50 metres  

Butterfly   1st place 100 metres 

  
Donata was ranked first in her age group and won the overall aggregate plaque. In the breaststroke event she came a very 

close fourth and was beaten by just splits of a second.  

 

 

SOUTH AFRICAN JUNIOR NATIONALS March 2016 - 2018 (A top ranking competition)  

Teams Competing: 
Club Team Swimming – Although this is a club swimming event most of Southern Africa is involved and all 

the clubs from South Africa send their best swimmers to compete and be ranked.  

 

U12  

Backstroke   3rd place 50 metres 

Butterfly   1st place 50 metres (Record) 

 

This competition proved to be at the highest level. Donata won Gold in the Butterfly setting a new South African record.  

 

U13   

Backstroke   3rd place 100 metres 

Backstroke  1st place 50 metres 

 
Although the competition was stiff she lost the silver medal in this event by 8 splits of a second. In the 50 metre backstroke  

race, she swam her heart out to clinch the gold medal in an amazing time.  

 

 

U14 

Backstroke  1st place 50 metres 

Backstroke  1st place  100 metres 

Backstroke  3rd place 200 metres 

Butterfly   4th place 100 metres 

 

At this meeting Donata managed to break two records: one being Kirsty Coventry’s 21 year record (100M  

backstroke) and the other her own Mashonaland record (50m backstroke)  

DONATA KATAI - PROFILE  
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NATIONAL/MASHONALAND ACHIEVEMENTS 

Donata holds various Mashonaland and Zimbabwe records and has a vast amount of medals and accolades relating to  

Mashonaland and Zimbabwe.  

 

 

WORLD JUNIOR CHAMPS – BUDAPEST 21 – 26th September 2019 
This event is predominately for 16 – 18 year old professional swimmers from all over the world. She participated to see 

where she would rank in the world.  

 

She was ranked 25th for 50 metres backstroke  

30th for 50 metres butterfly  

41st for 100 metres backstroke (prior to this she was ranked 70th.) 

 

She managed to come first in her heat in the 50 metre backstroke and 50 metre butterfly events.  

 

 

CANA AFRICA CHAMPIONSHIPS – TUNISIA 
Donata did exceedingly well at this event. She got 2 gold medals one for 50 metres backstroke and the other for 100 metres 

backstroke.  

 

 

 

HIGH SCHOOL  ACHIEVEMENTS  

 

Academics  

 

Cambridge Checkpoint Results 

6 points for Mathematics 

6 points for Sciences 

5.3 points for English  

 

Merit for 5 subjects in both Form One and Form Two. 

 

O Level Results 

9 A*s 

Biology 

Chemistry 

Physics 

Maths 

English Literature 

English 

Physical Education (best in Zimbabwe) 

Religious Studies (best in Zimbabwe) 

Computer Sciences 

 

Sports 

Athletics Top Sprinter 

Tennis Team Junior U15 A Team 

Basketball – undefeated U14 A Team and U15 A Team 

Hockey – U14 A team, lost only one game to Chisipite 1- 0 and U15 A Team 

Swimming - Fastest overall swimmer for two years running  
Swimming - Victrix Ludorum for two years running (junior). She has broken all the records for two years running in the vari-

ous age groups.  

 

Summary 
Donata has broken numerous records and has worked hard at keeping herself at the top of her game. When she faces defeat 

she gets up and astounds everyone with the determination she displays. At present Donata is the youngest member of the 

Zimbabwe Olympic Team travelling to Japan.  

DONATA KATAI - PROFILE  

 



 
 
 

MESSAGE FROM THE SENIOR MASTER  
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MESSAGE FROM THE SENIOR LADY  

 
Although we have had a difficult period because of the Covid restrictions, where it has been difficult for the girls to meet as a 

group, the Gateway ethos and teachings are permeating both in the homes and at school (the few times we have been here). 

 

As a result, we have had a minimum number of disciplinary issues as compared to other years, and as a school we are grateful 

for that. Needless to say the situation is not perfect but we do know that we all fall short of the glory of God and students 

will fall but rise again. As a school we encourage the students to study the Student’s Handbook so that they are fully aware of 

the expectations of the school. 

 

I encourage the girl child to look after herself, respect herself and avoid compromising situations which can befall her and 

concentrate on her schoolwork.  

 

Hopefully students are adjusting to online lessons as these may be with us for a while.  Students are encouraged to attend  

online lessons and not waste time on adverse social media indulgences. 

 

LEADERSHIP CAMP 

 

We were fortunate to go away to Aberfolye for the 2021 Leaders’ Camp. The drive to and from the campsite gave us an 

insight on the suitability of our leaders as they got down to business by helping on setting out “bridges” as we transversed 

the difficult roads which had been eroded by the incessant rains. They displayed high levels of humility, teamwork and  

determination. 

  

The discussions and challenges they were asked to overcome by the camp directors and coaches also gave an insight on their 

ability to lead. Well done team! 

 
We wish them a good year as they lead the school.                                                                                       Mrs V. Hove 

 
The Covid-19 pandemic has come and become entrenched in our midst. Everyone l am sure would want it behind us,  

archived as an historical event and probably forgotten. Our plans and academic calendar have been adjusted. It is not enough 

to just wish Covid away. We have to manage things. We need to plan and put strategies in place. Time is an important re-

source and may be difficult to redeem once wasted. A wise student makes the most of every opportunity. 

 

Concentrating on studies might not be easy when you are home all day. During this unprecedented time, people all around 

the globe are finding themselves homebound for weeks/months, things have to be done in a different manner even studying. It 

is a fact that nobody has any idea when this pandemic will end or when everything will be back to ‘normal’. Until then, we 

have to keep moving forward while taking all the precautionary measures. 

 

Many schools and colleges are not yet open for open school. Before the pandemic, it was easier to distract yourself from 

studying. It can be taken as a positive point to focus on studies now because one doesn’t have any other option left except 

for being at home and studying. Now is the time to adjust your focus. Start focussing on your skills and polish them. I would 

like to share with some modifications (for the student and the parent) ten tips on how to excel in studies during the Covid-

19 pandemic originally authored by Uttah Sighn, Principal, Jindal Public School 

 

1. Avoid distractions 

Excessive use of mobile phones and laptops can be distracting when coupled with immaturity and a lack of  

discipline on the part of the learner. Fix a time to study and be focused. When you are done, refresh yourself by listening to 

music, bathing, exercising or taking a nap or anything that you like. Don’t be given to idleness. 

 

2. Communicate to others at home that you will be studying 

 It is so important to let your family members know that you are studying to avoid unnecessary disturbance. This will give 

you a quiet time so that you can concentrate. Parents please note that a well-furnished study room is not good enough. 

Come alongside as an accountability partner. Get feedback and see if the homework is being done and submitted for marking. 
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MESSAGE FROM THE SENIOR MASTER  

3. Focus 

There is no point of studying when you are not focused. During your chosen time, stay dedicated and focused. If you go over 

your decided study time, great! That means your hyper-focus helped you to study hard and prepare even more than you had 

planned. When feeling bored or unfocused, you can take short breaks, stretch yourself, have some snacks and get back to 

studying. It’s not the long hours committed but the quality of study. My students are familiar with my insistence on just ten  

minutes a day for my subject. So much can be done in ten minutes. 

 

4. Reward yourself 
When you study hard, don’t forget to reward yourself. Studying in these times, when the whole world is going through a 

pandemic might be very difficult. Don’t forget to reward yourself for doing so by eating your favourite dessert, watching your 

favourite web series or just sleeping, whatever you like to do. Please eat healthy food. Remember Daniel 1:8. 

 

5. Keep reading 
Whether you are reading out of pleasure or for reference, just keep reading. Studies show that reading increases your vocab-

ulary and improves your grammar. It also helps to stimulate your mind during your downtime. Summarise your notes and 

make them colourful. Be prepared to share with someone things learnt. 

 

6. Set goals 
Set some realistic goals that you can achieve. The goals should not be too easy or difficult to achieve. Analyse yourself  be-

fore setting them. Once achieved, reward yourself again or take a break! 

 

7. Maintain your physical health 
  Being physically active is important for an active brain. Play indoor, exercise often, dance and eat healthy food. When you 

are physically fit you think of more innovative ideas to be better. May l urge parents to stock healthy food, lots of fruits and 

water in the home. No junk food. The children don’t have a full co-curricular program to burn the excess calories, don’t 

wear them down with the wrong food. 

 

8. Manage mental health 
It is important to manage your mental health in these difficult times. Learn how to balance your emotions. A person who is 

strong emotionally is often more focused and  can concentrate on the goals they want to achieve. 

 

9. Boost your study skills 

Focus on becoming a better student. Improve your hand writing, learn how to make notes that you can remember for a  
longer time. Be an organised student, finish your assignment on time, and be creative. For exam candidates more practice 

work must be done with special emphasis on past exam papers and end of chapter exam style questions. Make full use of 

marking schemes that are available on the internet. 

 

10. Keep your social connections 
Connect with your friends regularly through video chats and other applications. Have healthy discussions on various topics 

academically and non-academically. Social isolation may lead to loneliness. Make sure that you connect with friends daily. 

Strive to attend form period, divisional meetings and all lessons. 

 

Parents don’t be left out. Be part of the education of your child. Be available. Supervise. Motivate and inspire your child.  

Mr S. Paduze 

The Covid-19 era has brought a lot of changes in our lives. It has been over a year and it seems like things are not getting any 

better. We are all affected. These are indeed trying times. Many changes have taken place in terms of life and relationships. In 

all this we continue to thank God, His faithfulness endures forever and His word remains the same and continues to be the 

sure foundation on which we are standing on. There may have been much anxiety when we faced changes and adjustments 

were required but we will pass this test of faith if we remain steadfast. As we go through this journey let us remember to 

take time to engage in self-care activities in order to avoid triggering stress induced disorders. There is no harm in seeking 

help or counselling if things get overwhelming. Utilise the God given systems available to you - chat with a friend, daily prayer 

with the family and reading the word. 

  

The Bible says in John 16:33 “l have told you these things, so that in me you may have peace. In this world you will have  

troubles. But take heart! I have overcome the world.” Our prayer is that we may not falter in our faith walk and that we do 

not lose heart. God has promised us that He will not leave or forsake us (Heb 13:5b). So friends let us draw near to Christ. 

Strength and grace.                   Ms J. Mudehwe 

EXHORTATION 
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ALUMNI UPDATE 

My name is Shyline Bajaba, a recipient of the Makomborero Zimbabwe scholarship and a 2018 Gateway High School  
graduate. I am currently studying at Jacobs University Bremen (Germany) under the Mastercard Foundation Scholarship. I am 

majoring in Biochemistry and Cell Biology and minoring in Integrated Social and Cognitive Psychology. Apart from my hectic 

academic life, I find joy and purpose in working with prisoners and ex-convicts. My first calling to this work was witnessing 

my brother’s mental struggles after his short stay at the prison facilities. This later intensified after my periodic prison visits 

and observing the welfare of prisoners and their deprivation of a loving external environment required for developing the 

good brain structure that brings the ability to achieve self-control, empathy, and logic. To add to this stress, ex-convicts are 

subjected to the brutality of society, characterised by stereotypes, unemployment, stigmatisation and excruciating isolation. 

This, coupled with their limited coping skills, leads to approximately 50% of the prisoners re-offending within a five-year  

window. This recidivistic pattern has put immense pressure on prison resources as well as a loss of hope amongst the  

incarcerated. With all this keeping me restless for almost four years, I decided to start a foundation. 

 
The main aim of Amaani Foundation Trust is to empower, assist and rehabilitate prisoners and ex-convicts to increase their 

coping skills after their release, subsequently giving them a better chance of reintegration into society. As we work closely 

with the ZPCS, the Foundation also focuses on increasing the mental, physical and social welfare of Zimbabwean prisoners. In 

line with this, we are currently running a campaign to fundraise for sanitary wear and hygiene products for female prisoners. 

Most women in prison have no support structure that would provide for their basic needs for example, soap, sanitary pads,  
toothbrushes, toothpaste and underwear. It is now a common prison habit that women hand down underwear and resort to 

using leaves, amongst other dangerous alternatives during their menstrual periods. As much as they are serving a prison  

sentence, every woman has the right to good sanitation and protection. The campaign aims to fundraise for sanitary and  

hygiene products for five hundred women. Donations include but are not limited to sanitary pads, menstrual cups,  

underwear, soap, toothbrushes, toothpaste and towels. 

 
I am also working on a boot camp with prisoners that will focus on conflict resolution, trauma therapy and start-up projects. I 

believe that we all play a part in the rehabilitation of prisoners, as we mirror to them the ideal and socially acceptable  
behaviour. Thus, Amaani is always open to any ideas and contributions in line with our work. As I do my part in this lifelong 

mission: I remind myself of this motto, “If you take everything away from a man but the ability to hope, you have done  

nothing”. 
 

To learn more about our work contact: Shyline Bajaba (Founder and CEO)   

Email: s.bajaba@jacobs-university.de 

Call or WhatsApp: +49 1573 7208175 

Instagram: amaani_foundation_trust 

mailto:s.bajaba@jacobs-university.de
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INTERHOUSE ATHLECTICS 
Over the past two years, the world has seen a lot of disruption due to the Covid - 19 pandemic. The world has had to re-

think how we live and interact with one another. We all went through lockdowns and prolonged periods of uncertainty. For 

a while, things started to look as though they would return to normal as life slowly started to seem normal again. Schools re 

-opened and face to face lessons resumed as did the co-curricular activities. We all thought that finally we had overcome the 

worst of the pandemic and even though there would still be certain restrictions, we at least could return to most of the 

things we could do, before the pandemic. 

 
It is against this backdrop that we held our inter house athletics on the 6th of May 2021. Preparations for the event went well 

with all the Houses having some time to prepare their athletes. The sports department staff were assigned houses to assist in 

the preparations. This year saw the student leaders take a more active roll in the organization of the athletes. They must be 

commended for doing a fantastic job. The housemasters and housemistresses also continued to toil trying to ensure all was 

ready before and during the event. Mr Mckop and team produced yet another superb track and field for the event. 

 
The events went on very well and the students were very competitive. It showed that the children had been hungry for such 

an event as there was a lot of competitiveness even in events that previously not many children seemed to enjoy.  The  

middle and long distances were almost all fully populated with athletes. Even though the athletes were not always the  
strongest (some where certainly out of their comfort zones) the attitude they showed is very commendable. They were in it 

for a cause. They contributed for their house to get points. Even if it was not their favourite activity, they put their hands up 

to be counted and contributed for their houses. This is very commendable and shows the right attitude is starting to be  
nurtured in the houses. Well done and keep it up Gateway! Much to everyone’s surprise and delight, some records were 

broken. Several events went down to the wire and the people from Kyros Sport were kept busy, indeed, as they had to  
adjudicate results were the difference was measured in split seconds. We thank the Lord we had them on the day as it would 

have been near impossible to separate some athletes with the naked eye. 

 
At the end of all the events, a total of less than thirty points separated first position from fourth position. Congratulations to 

Kendrick for coming first on the day. It all came down to the very last event and Kendrick won it by the narrowest of  
margins. Well done to the other houses too as they were all very competitive on and off the field. The House Spirit Cup 

went to Wesley in a tightly contested adjudication as all the houses showed great spirit throughout the event. Finally, we 

thank the Lord above as yet again, in the midst of all the uncertainty, we were able to have a very successful event without 

any major incidents. All praise to Him. 

 

Record Breakers 

14 Boys 800m: Joshua Murray      U14 Boys Shot Putt: Tadiwanashe Mugochi 

U16 Boys Long Jump: Chabilo Mundia    U20 Boys Shot Putt: Panashe Chinosengwa 

U17 Boys Shot Putt, U17 Boys Long Jump, Discus & Javelin: Taropafadzwa Mutetwa  

Mr M. Chirume 

Sometimes in the midst of crisis situations, we become so focused on the challenge and may overlook appreciating what God 

is enabling us to achieve in spite of the challenge. When we take a moment to pause and take stock of things in  

hindsight, we can testify of the Lord’s enabling grace in our school.  

 

In term one we made progress in implementing some of the recommendations from ACSI in line with our School  

Improvement Plan. We were also able to engage with the Form One parents during the Meet and Greet Social which was 

held to welcome them into the school and to connect with them. This event was held as part of follow up to the feedback 

obtained from the Parents Focus Group during our self-study. We are so grateful to the PRC for the active role they took in  

sponsoring the event and promoting parent to parent connection. We anticipate similar events in the future as we believe 

that parent engagement is important to student success. 

  

Continuous Professional Staff Development is key in ensuring that our staff are well equipped to manage the challenges of the 

dynamic times while remaining focused on the goal of Christian Education. We look forward to the Christian Educators’ 

Conference in August 2021 whose theme is ‘A lifetime of learning to live for God’s glory’. This year there will be four weekly 

releases of the conference sessions on Friday 13th August, Friday 20th August, Friday 27th August and Friday 3rd September.  

Registration for the conference is in progress. I look forward to the rejuvenation I always get from the conference and would 

like to encourage members of our community and beyond to register using the registration link provided on the conference 

programmes.            Mrs M.  Gotora 

 

ACSI UPDATE 



P.O. Box EH 120 

Emerald Hill  

HARARE 

phone: 04 308083/4   

cell: 0773 492319 

e-mail: headmaster@gatewayhigh.co.zw 

www.gatewayhigh.co.zw 

GATEWAY HIGH SCHOOL 

Equipping students to reach their full potential 

 
“OUR PURPOSE as a Bible-based Christian Educational Community is to glorify God through serving our nation and 
impacting the world.” 
 
“OUR VISION is for all members of our community to have a personal faith in Christ with a principled, well rounded 
character, equipped to reach their full potential.” 
 
“OUR VALUES are to: spread the Gospel and promote Biblical thinking; demonstrate the character of God by our con-
duct and relationships; reflect the diversity of God’s creation in our community; value and care for each member of our 
community; be godly stewards; develop staff so that all our activities are characterised by excellence; develop godly self-
worth, initiative, leadership and self-discipline; promote and encourage healthy competition, co-operation and communi-
cation; encourage our community to reach out in service.”  

Gateway School Trust 

*Have you checked out our Facebook and Instagram pages?  

*They are a great way to see exciting things that are happening around the school.  

*Like the pages for regular updates 
 
 

www.facebook.com/Gatewayhighschool gatewayhighschool25 

Remember your Creator in the days of your youth. Ecclesiastes 12:1 

 
 

D6 Communicator 
  
Parents, we encourage you to download the D6 Communicator App and install it on  your communication devices to facili-

tate efficient communication with the school. 
 
 
 
 


